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Shoreline 10,000 years before present
Former Shorelines after Lewis
Shorelines at Rye Harbour

Shingle on the west side of Rye Bay, with coastlines of 1594, 1693, 1763 and 1990. Based on Symondson 1594, Greenville Collins 1693, and Smeaton 1763.
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3. ROMNEY, DENGES AND WALLAND MARSH.

At the end of 17th century

The course of the river Rother has been changed to Rye after the great storm of 1677 when the island of Romney was destroyed & blocked with shingle. At the period of this map the Rother, Esles & Tillingham valleys had also been reclaimed, but these features are not shown.
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from "The Invasion of Britain by Julius Caesar. T. Lewin. 1862."
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Stages of reclamation

STAGES OF RECLAMATION (after ELLIOT, 1847)
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A. Denotes a Body or fall of Beach that seems to be driving down from the Weastward, which will probably form a fresh Point on the West of the old Harbour Mouth, as that now called the outermost Weast Point has been formed within these ten Years. That now called the innermost being then called the outermost and that marked B now called the innermost.

C. Denotes the present termination of the new Canal being at present separated from the Wimblecoa Channel by a Dam raised high Water mark to be removed

D. Denotes that part of the Wimblecoa Channel to be widened and deepened according to the Red

E. Is a new Channel to bring down the River Rother into the Wimblecoa Channel just below the point of Diversion

F. Is to be made a Dam to turn the River Rother down the new Channel.

G. H. E. G. Shows the position of a Sea Wall, running up on the aforeaid to prevent the Tide from the Old Harbour from flowing into the Rother and Saltc above the same.

F. Denotes a Bridge & Navigable Sluice for stopping the Tides of the New Harbour from flowing up the Rother any further than what may be necessary for the Navigation of Lighters &c. to Scotch first Sluice.

H. Is a Navigable Sluice to be placed upon the Illingham Channel to prevent the Tides from flowing further up that Branch.

I. K. Is a Dam to be placed upon the present Conyne Channel of the Wimblecoa & Illingham Water, to prevent the Tide from the New Harbour from flowing into the Old Harbour, or the Tide from the Old Harbour from flowing into the new one, in order that the River Rother, Illingham & Breade may jointly make their way to Sea through the New Harbour only.

2. The Red denotes the proposed alterations

The Black what is at present.
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Map 15: Proposed Land Drainage Scheme (1961) (Sketch plan)
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